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1- AN INFLATABLE WINGSAIL
Rigid wings are the future… The America's
Cup has proved that. Yet away from the
world of racing, cruisers also need to be
able to dump and to reef the sails easily.
This rig aims to do this. It's called the IWS
(Inflated Wing Sails). It stays stable in all
types of wind conditions, needs no
complex fittings (no winches, halyards or
shrouds) and the telescopic mast in 
particular helps to make it easy to dump
or reduce the sails…
You can discover the concept at 
www.inflatedwingsails.com

6- MOB BRACELET
This MOB OLAS bracelet alerts you in
the event of a man overboard. If the
bracelet (and whoever is wearing it)
falls into the water, an alarm sounds
and the GPS coordinates of where it
took place are sent to a smartphone,
which can then guide you in to save
the person. Easy to use and useful!  
Weight: 20 g - Price: 59 euros ex-tax
Find out more here:
www.accastillage-diffusion.com 

7- MUSTO MPX
Musto has just refreshed its MPX range (launched in 1995), offering even more effective Gore-Tex clothing. MPX now has Offshore, Race and 
Coastal ranges, depending upon every sailor's needs. The MPX Gore-Tex Pro Offshore Smock jacket starts at €579. Sizes XS to XXL.
Check out their website: www.musto.com 

4- OPENING DECK HATCHES
Vetus is continuing to develop its range of
Magnus deck hatches and is offering diffe-
rent sizes so as to be able to respond to 
all requests. More effective hatches, with
tinted glass and a satin, anodized frame
which opens to 180°. They naturally open
from the inside and the outside and come
in many different sizes 
More info here: www.vetus.com

5- SUPPORTS
Assea specializes in aluminum supports for solar 
panels. This team of catamaran fans specializes in
working on our favorite boats, and proposes diffe-
rent solutions for installing your solar panels, whether
it's on a rigid or canvas bimini, or on the davits…
Assea's latest project was to find a solution for Helio-
dive, a cat which is totally powered by solar energy.
5.5 kW of panels to power the two 65kW Torqueedo
motors…
For more info: www.asseaboat.com

2- MOTORIZED FURLING SYSTEMS
To help simplify your sail handling, Profurl is launching
a new range of motorized furlers. Furling a foresail is
now even easier with the remote control (wired or
radio-controlled). There are several advantages:
ease of use; clutter-free; no maintenance and a s
elf-locking mechanism…    
The NDE2 range of furlers is designed to be fitted on
boats from 9m to 22m, with prices starting at €3,750
ex-tax  

For more info: www.profurl.com 

3- PHOTOVOLTAIC CLOTH
Solarcloth System continues to develop,
and is now offering photovoltaic cloths
which are capable of recharging your
batteries. It could be your mainsail, fa-
bric biminis, lazy bags or   even a sun
awning. They are light (210g to 400g/m²),
and these solar cloths are flexible and
easily furled. 
Check it out here
www.solarclothsystem.com
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